Executive summary
Introduction
This Case for Endorsement outlines the rationale, evidence and industry support for modifications to proposed training
products relating to the following projects that comprise RII Resources and Infrastructure Industry Training Package Version
5.0:
•

1L Blasting Methods

•

1N Geotechnical Risks in Quarries

•

1O Construction Materials Testing

•

2B Common Skills

•

2C/2G Drilling and Exploration

•

2D Coal Mining

It builds on the consultations undertaken by PwC’s Skills for Australia in the Cases for Change for these projects, which
were submitted to the Australian Industry and Skills Committee (AISC) June 2018 (Projects 1L, 1N, 1O and 2D) and August
2018 (Projects 2B, 2C and 2G).
This Case for Endorsement demonstrates how the proposed training products align with the Council of Australian
Governments (COAG) Industry and Skills Council reforms to Training Packages, and other principles for quality that inform
our training product development work.
This Case for Endorsement has been developed as part of our training product development work on behalf of, and with
direction from, the Mining, Drilling and Civil Infrastructure Industry Reference Committees (MDCI IRCs) including: Civil
Infrastructure, Coal Mining, Drilling, Extractive and Metalliferous Mining.
The MDCI IRCs are satisfied that the level and scope of stakeholder consultation was commensurate with the changes to
training products and the size and profile of the relevant industry sectors. The MDCI IRCs are further satisfied that there is
strong industry support for these changes and that the proposed modifications will ensure that the RII Resources and
Infrastructure Training Package meets the needs of learners and employers.

Structure of the report
We have structured this Case for Endorsement around the required elements of the Case for Endorsement template. These
key elements are:
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.

Administrative details of the Case for Endorsement
Description of the work and request for approval
Evidence of industry support
Industry expectations about training delivery
Implementation of the new Training Package
Quality assurance reports
Implementation of the COAG Industry and Skills Council reforms to Training Packages
A copy of the full content of the proposed training package components.
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Description of work and request for approval

2 Description of work and request
for approval
2.1

Description of work being undertaken and why

The key drivers for change for Projects 1L, 1N, 1O, 2B, 2C/2G and 2D are outlined below.
1L Blasting Methods
This project aims to update training products for blasting and blast hole drilling to reflect current industry needs. It responds
to rapid technology change and elevated environment and security risks affecting blasting operations. It further aims to
remove superfluous and obsolete training products from the RII Resources and Infrastructure Industry Training Package
where appropriate.
1N Geotechnical Risks in Quarries
This project aims to create training products relating to geotechnical hazards and risk management to reflect current
industry needs. It responds to ongoing health and safety concerns in hard rock quarries and skills gaps identified across
mobile plant operators, supervisors and managers in identifying and minimising geotechnical hazards and risks.
1O Construction Materials Testing
This project aims to create training products for quarry laboratory supervisors to reflect current industry needs. It responds
to changes in National Association of Testing Authorities (NATA) accreditation requirements for quarry workers supervising
construction materials testing operations. It further responds to gaps identified in the RII Resources and Infrastructure
Industry Training Package that need to be amended to provide quarry supervisors with the technical skills to meet these
requirements, particularly in terms of technical testing and quality assurance management.
2B Common Skills
This project aims to update training products for common skills across coal and metalliferous mining, quarrying, drilling and
civil infrastructure to reflect current industry needs. It responds to broad health and safety challenges and technological
change affecting these industry sectors. It further aims to remove superfluous and obsolete training products from the RII
Resources and Infrastructure Industry Training Package where appropriate and clarify and strengthen career progression
pathways for entry-level workers.
2C/2G Drilling and Exploration
This project aims to update and create training products for onshore oil and gas drilling and well servicing,
construction-related drilling and mining exploration to reflect current industry needs. It responds to ongoing health and
safety challenges and technological change affecting these industry sectors. It further aims to clarify and strengthen career
progression pathways for drilling and well servicing workers and remove superfluous and obsolete training products from
the RII Resources and Infrastructure Industry Training Package where appropriate.
2D Coal Mining
This project aims to update underground and open cut coal mining qualifications and units of competency to reflect current
industry needs. It responds to ongoing health and safety challenges and technological change affecting the coal mining
industry. It further aims to clarify and strengthen career progression pathways for underground and open cut coal mining
workers.
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2.2

Request for approval

This submission puts forward the Case for Endorsement for the proposed components of the RII Resources and
Infrastructure Industries Training Package Version 5.0.
The draft components submitted to the AISC for endorsement are summarised in Table 2 in Section 1 of this Case for
Endorsement.
All components submitted for endorsement have been developed and reviewed in accordance with the Standards for
Training Packages 2012, the Training Package Products Policy 2019 and the Training Package Development and
Endorsement Policy 2019.
Evidence of consultation with states and territories, and evidence that the views of key stakeholders have been considered,
is provided in Section 3 of this Case for Endorsement.
The training product changes outlined below are based on PwC’s Skills for Australia’s analysis of the feedback received
through consultation with industry.
Table 4

Summary of training products changes by project

Project

Training product changes

1L Blasting Methods

•

Update 15 units of competency to reflect current blasting and blast hole
drilling industry practices and clarify training outcomes for users.

•

Delete five units of competency due to low industry use and duplication of
other existing units of competency.

1N Geotechnical Risks in Quarries

•

Create three new units of competency to address skills gaps among
quarry mobile plant operators, supervisors and managers in identifying and
minimising geotechnical hazards and risks and establishing, implementing
and maintaining ground control systems.

1O Construction Materials Testing

•

Create one new skill set to address skills gaps among quarry laboratory
personnel supervising construction materials testing operations.

•

Create one new unit of competency to address skills gaps among quarry
laboratory supervisors in monitoring construction materials testing
operations and assuring the quality of results.

•

Update RII20115 Certificate II in Resources and Infrastructure Work
Preparation to clarify and strengthen career progression pathways for entry
level workers.

•

Delete RII21315 Certificate II in Cross Industry Operations due to low
industry use and relevance.

•

Update 81 units of competency used across coal and metalliferous
mining, quarrying, drilling and civil infrastructure operations to reflect current
industry processes and requirements and clarify training outcomes.

•

Delete 14 units of competency due to low industry use and duplication of
other existing units of competency.

•

Update 13 qualifications to clarify and strengthen career progression
pathways for entry-level workers, including leasehands and floorhands,
through to senior drillers and supervisors across onshore oil and gas drilling
and well servicing, construction related drilling and mining exploration
operations.

•

Create eight new units of competency to address training product gaps
relating to new drilling technology including sonic drilling, coil tube drilling,
rotary air drilling and cyber chair drilling.

2B Common Skills

2C/2G Drilling and Exploration
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Project

2D Coal Mining
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Training product changes
•

Update 64 units of competency used across onshore oil and gas drilling
and well servicing, construction related drilling and mining exploration
operations to reflect current industry processes and requirements and clarify
training outcomes.

•

Delete eight units of competency due to low industry use and duplication
of other existing units of competency.

•

Update seven qualifications to clarify and strengthen career progression
pathways for entry level workers through to mine managers and mining
engineering managers across underground and open cut coal mining
operations.

•

Update 56 units of competency used across underground and open cut
coal mining operations to reflect current industry processes and
requirements and clarify training outcomes.
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3 Evidence of industry support
The MDCI IRCs support the submission of the training products detailed in this Case for Endorsement.
Name of Chair:

Tanja Conners, Civil Infrastructure IRC Chair

Signature of Chair:

Date:

23 March 2020

Name of Chair:

Darryl Cooper, Coal Mining IRC Chair

Signature of Chair:

Date:

23 March 2020

Name of Chair:

Tim Westcott, Drilling IRC Chair

Signature of Chair:

Date:

23 March 2020

Name of Chair:

Elizabeth Gibson, Extractive IRC Chair

Signature of Chair:

Date:
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Name of Chair:

Mark Knowles, Metalliferous Mining IRC Chair

Signature of Chair:

Date:

23 March 2020

3.1

Conduct of enquiry and evidence of consultation

Our consultation approach has been guided by the following principles for training product development, which requires that
our work should:
1
2
3
4
5

Be industry led
Encourage broad and transparent stakeholder consultation
Respond quickly to industry skills needs and priorities
Be efficient and cost effective
Produce high quality and independently validated training products

We have consulted with MDCI IRC members, industry and other relevant stakeholders through the methods outlined below.
A list of stakeholders consulted over the course of project work is found in 8.1Appendix A.
IRC meetings
The MDCI IRCs have been engaged throughout all phases of Projects 1L, 1N, 1O, 2B, 2C/2G and 2D, including initial
consultation, review of consultation insights and training product recommendations, and review of draft and final training
products. IRC members have been engaged through formal IRC meetings, individual and focus group consultation, project
working group (PWG) meetings (where applicable) and invitations to submit feedback for draft training products published
on the PwC’s Skills for Australia website.
Project working groups
Following approval of the Case for Change, PWGs were established to provide subject matter expertise for training product
development work, and to guide stakeholder engagement. PWG members for each project are listed in 8.1Appendix A of
this Case for Endorsement.
PWG membership and composition was directed by the MDCI IRCs and aimed to reflect the representation of geographies
and industry sectors appropriate for the project. PWGs for Projects 1L, 1N, 1O, 2B, 2C/2G and 2D met several times over
the period from November 2018 to November 2019. The purpose of these meetings was for members to offer specialised
input, to discuss key consultation feedback and to consider recommendations in response to that feedback. In addition to
scheduled meetings, PWG members were consulted on an ongoing basis to validate key issues and review key documents.
Surveys
In order to collect feedback from a broader range of participants, surveys were published on the PwC’s Skills for Australia
website. The surveys were open to the public for several weeks and complemented subject matter discussed during
consultations for Project 2C/2G Drilling and Exploration and 2D Coal Mining. However, given limited public engagement
with the surveys for these projects, surveys were not developed for the other projects.
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•

South Australia has not provided a response regarding the Case for Endorsement to date.

•

Tasmania noted its support for the Case for Endorsement in an email dated 21 February 2020.

•

Victoria noted its support for the Case for Endorsement in an email dated 28 February 2020.

•

Western Australia noted its conditional support for the Case for Endorsement in an email dated 21 February 2020,
subject to the removal of the newly created training products for project 1O Construction Materials Testing from the
Case for Endorsement: RIISTD401 Monitor quarry laboratory operations and the quality of results and RIISS00062
Construction Materials Testing Skill Set. The STA noted the rationale for its conditional support being potential
duplication identified between RIISTD401 Monitor quarry laboratory operations and the quality of results and
MSL935007 Monitor the quality of test results and data and MSL916008 Supervise laboratory operations in work or
functional area. It further noted a lack of clarity on how RIISS00062 Construction Materials Testing Skill Set will assist
learners in meeting National Association of Testing Authorities (NATA) accreditation requirements. We raised the STA’s
concerns with the Extractive IRC, the MDCI IRC responsible for endorsing training products included in project 1O
Construction Materials Testing. While the Extractive IRC noted the STA’s concerns, it voted to endorse RIISTD401
Monitor quarry laboratory operations and the quality of results and RIISS00062 Construction Materials Testing Skill Set.
The IRC emphasised the extractive industry’s need for training products that address the skills needs of quarry
supervisors overseeing quarry laboratory testing operations. Based on advice from industry, it outlined that MSL935007
Monitor the quality of test results and data and MSL916008 Supervise laboratory operations in work or functional area
could not be appropriately contextualised to meet the occupational and workplace requirements of quarry supervisors
working in the extractive industry. The Extractive IRC further noted that it had engaged NATA continually the training
product development process to ensure that RIISS00062 Construction Materials Testing Skill Set and RIISTD401
Monitor quarry laboratory operations and the quality of results addresses the skills required to supervise a construction
materials testing laboratory from its perspective. On 23 March 2020, we notified the STA that the Extractive IRC had
voted to endorse RIISTD401 Monitor quarry laboratory operations and the quality of results and RIISS00062
Construction Materials Testing Skill Set. Based on this outcome, the STA indicated it did not support project 1O
Construction Materials Testing and requested that this view be included in this Case for Endorsement, noting that a
report by exception was not required.

Draft training product review
Draft training products were published on PwC’s Skills for Australia’s website for public review and feedback across the
follow time periods:
•

1L Blasting Methods, 16 October 2019 – 8 November 2019

•

1N Geotechnical Risks in Quarries, 16 October 2019 – 8 November 2019

•

1O Construction Materials Testing, 16 October 2019 – 8 November 2019

•

2B Common Skills, 16 September 2019 – 8 November 2019

•

2C/2G Drilling and Exploration, 2 September 2019 – 8 November 2019

•

2D Coal Mining, 2 September 2019 – 8 November 2019

An additional public validation period on draft training products was also held from 21 January 2020 to 31 January 2020.
Draft training products were made available on the PwC’s Skills for Australia website again for the following time periods.
Email alerts were also sent to subscribers to PwC’s Skills for Australia’s MDCI mailing list (including STA networks), IRC
members, and PWG members advising that the draft training products were available for review on the project webpage.
Based on the download data available through PwC’s Skills for Australia’s website, there was a minimum of:
•

14 draft training product downloads for Project 1L Blasting Methods

•

17 draft training product downloads for Project 1N Geotechnical Risks in Quarries

•

20 draft training product downloads for Project 1O Construction Materials Testing

•

153 draft training product downloads for Project 2B Common Skills
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•

128 draft training product downloads for Project 2C/2G Drilling and Exploration

•

149 draft training product downloads for Project 2D Coal Mining.

3.2

Justification of qualification structure

The MDCI IRCs support that the structure of the qualifications included in this Case for Endorsement align with their stated
occupational outcomes and meet the needs of industry, including the number of core and elective units of competency and
the selected packaging approach. Please see 8.1Appendix F for a detailed justification of the qualification structures.

3.3

Justification of new unit of competency development

The MDCI IRCs support that where a decision has been made to develop a new unit of competency there were no existing
units of competency (including cross-sector units of competency) that could be imported or contextualised to meet industry
needs.
For project 1O Construction Materials Testing, representatives from the PMRVL IRC raised that the workplace outcomes of
newly created RIISTD401 Monitor quarry laboratory operations and the quality of results could be achieved through
completion of MSL916008 Supervise laboratory operations in work or functional area and MSL935007 Monitor the quality of
test results and data. This view was echoed by the Western Australia STA, as noted in Section 3.1 above.
While the Extractive IRC agreed that some MSL Laboratory Operations units of competency can be contextualised to meet
the extractive industry’s skills needs, it maintained that MSL916008 Supervise laboratory operations in work or functional
area and MSL935007 Monitor the quality of test results and data could not be appropriately contextualised to meet the skills
needs of quarry supervisors overseeing quarry laboratory operations. A detailed rationale for this view is provided in
8.1Appendix G, based on consultation with extractive industry stakeholders.
The Extractive IRC therefore agreed that RIISTD401 Monitor quarry laboratory operations and the quality of results not only
meets the skills needs of quarry supervisors overseeing quarry laboratory operations, but also achieves workplace
outcomes that are distinct from MSL916008 Supervise laboratory operations in work or functional area and MSL935007
Monitor the quality of test results and data. Based on this view, it endorsed the newly created RIISTD401 Monitor quarry
laboratory operations and the quality of results. RIISTD401 Monitor quarry laboratory operations and the quality of results
will be included as a unit of competency in RIISS00062 Construction Materials Testing Skill Set and an elective in RII40115
Certificate IV in Surface Extraction Operations.

3.4

Substantiation of determination of equivalence or non-equivalence

The MDCI IRCs support that determinations of equivalence or non-equivalence align with occupational outcomes and meet
industry needs. Training product equivalence or non-equivalence has been determined by project working groups, based on
advice from industry and assessment of the quantum and magnitude of training product changes.
The majority of training products included in this Case for Endorsement were determined ‘Equivalent’ to the training
products they replace. Training products were determined ‘Not Equivalent’ where project working groups agreed that the
skills and knowledge required to achieve the occupational or workplace outcomes of the superseded and superseding
training products could not reasonably be mapped to each other. Please see 8.1Appendix H for a detailed justification of
training products determined ‘Not Equivalent’.

3.5

Summary of consultation for deletion of training products from the National
Register

The MDCI IRCs support the deletion of one qualification and 28 units of competency from the RII Resources and
Infrastructure Industry Training Package.
The deletion of these training products is based on advice from project working groups and supported by industry
consultation and public review and validation. Training products were proposed for deletion due to consistent low use,
duplication with other training products or diminished industry relevance. Historical enrolment data for training products to
be deleted from the National Register is available in 8.1Appendix I.
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Throughout our consultation, we have not received advice of negative impacts, including for users downstream, of deleted
the training products. We have consulted with the only RTO on scope currently delivering the qualification to be deleted,
Academy of Career Training, which advised it would no longer be delivering the qualification in the near future.
Furthermore, none of the units of competency are included as core units of competency in existing RII qualifications. Where
the units of competency are included as electives in existing RII qualifications, their deletion does not affect learners’ ability
to complete the qualification. As such, we are not aware of any impacts on funding arrangements from their deletion.
The training products will be deleted following the AISC’s approval of this Case for Endorsement and the subsequent
publication of Version 5.0 of RII Resources and Infrastructure Industry Training Package on the National Register. We
understand that none of the training products to be deleted are included in other training packages.

3.6

Reports by exception

There are no reports by exception for the projects included in this Case for Endorsement.
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4 Industry expectations about
training delivery
4.1

Industry advice on training delivery

Industry members advised that training delivery and assessments should be permitted to be performed in a simulated
environment to ensure learner accessibility. This is provided that the simulated environment is realistic and sufficiently
rigorous to cover all aspects of this sector’s workplace performance. This has been reflected in the assessment
requirements of each reviewed unit.
Additional advice is included in the RII Companion Volume Implementation Guide about industry’s expectations of training
delivery, delivery modes and pathways, work-based learning strategies and learner characteristics, and assessments.

4.2

Industry advice on traineeships and apprenticeships

The MDCI IRCs are aware that the changes to the Certificate III qualifications proposed in this Case for Endorsement will
impact current apprenticeships and traineeships, particularly RII30220 Certificate III in Underground Coal Operations which
has been determined ‘Not Equivalent’.
Current apprenticeships and traineeships will need to provide transition arrangements for completion of various
qualifications within the system.
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5 Implementation of the new
Training Package
5.1

Implementation management strategy

Communication of changes to the RII Resources and Infrastructure Industry Training Package may require RTOs to make
changes to their qualifications on scope. To address this, the following communications strategy has been developed to
notify stakeholders, including RTOs, of changes to the RII Resources and Infrastructure Industry Training Package:
•

Update the PwC’s Skills for Australia website, including publishing a news post on the MDCI webpage

•

Email all subscribers to the MDCI industry on PwC’s Skills for Australia’s website

•

Email organisations and individuals previously engaged throughout the training product development process, including
STAs, employers, RTOs and peak bodies

•

Develop a summary document outlining the changes, and include it with the abovementioned communications

•

Verbally communicate the changes at relevant meetings, conferences and events attended PwC’s Skills for Australia
team members

•

Share the changes with the broader public via social media, including the PwC’s Skills for Australia LinkedIn page.

In addition, an automated email will be sent from training.gov.au notifying all RTOs on scope of changes to the RII
Resources and Infrastructure Industry Training Package.

5.2

Licensing requirements

Industry consultation indicates that changes made in relation to the training products do not affect any licensing
requirements across Australia. Licensing requirements which affect the RII Resources and Infrastructure Industry Training
Package are listed in the RII Implementation Guide in the ‘Implementation information’ section.
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6 Quality assurance reports
6.1

Independent Quality Reports

Independent Quality Reports, including an Editorial Report, an Equity Report, and a Quality Report have been included as
part of this Case for Endorsement.
The reports attest to there being a quality-assured Companion Volume Implementation Guide prepared. PwC’s Skills for
Australia confirms that this guide will be available on VETNet following publication of Version 5.0 of the RII Resources and
Infrastructure Industry Training Package on the National Register.
Equity Report
The equity report was completed on 5 December 2019 by Quality Assurance Panellist Bernadette Delaney. The report can
be found in 8.1Appendix C.
Editorial Report
The equity report was completed on 5 December 2019 by Quality Assurance Panellist Bernadette Delaney. The report can
be found in 8.1Appendix D.
Quality Report
The quality report was completed on 20 December 2019 by Quality Assurance panellist Anna Henderson. The report can
be viewed in 8.1Appendix E.

6.2

Declaration of alignment with standards

Throughout the training product development process, we have ensured that developed qualifications, skill sets and units of
competency meet industry needs and the requirements of:
•

The Standards for Training Packages 2012

•

Training Package Products Policy

•

Training Package Development and Endorsement Process Policy.

6.3

Declaration of having met the Training Package Quality Principles

The table below provides statements which support that training products meet the Training Package Quality Principles.
Table 6

Declaration of having met the Training Package Quality Principles

Principle

Evidence

1. Reflect identified workforce outcomes

•

The conduct of our enquiry, as outlined in Section 3.1
of this Case for Endorsement, has ensured that
industry needs have formed the basis of training
product development.

•

Existing training products have been amended to
ensure alignment with current industry processes,
procedures and technology.

•

New training products have been created to meet the
needs of current job roles across the emergency
response and rescue industry.

•

Training products have been developed to respond to
the key trends identified in the MDCI Industry Skills

Case for Endorsement
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Principle

Evidence
Forecasts and Proposed Schedules of Work and key
themes emerging from industry consultation.
•

We have closely involved relevant regulatory and
registration bodies in our training product development
work, including consultations with relevant IRC and
PWG members, focus groups and targeted
consultations with stakeholders listed in 8.1Appendix
A.

•

Industry indicates no other licencing or regulatory
requirements have been impacted by the proposed
modifications to training products listed in this Case for
Endorsement.

3. Reflect national agreement about the core transferable
skills and core job-specific skills required for job roles as
identified by industry

•

Our consultations have included stakeholders from
national and multinational employers, peak bodies,
RTOs and other subject matter experts, as outlined in
8.1Appendix A. Consultation indicates the proposed
modifications to training products will facilitate the
national and international portability of skills across
mining, quarrying, drilling and civil infrastructure
industry sectors.

4. Be flexible to meet the diversity of individual and
employer needs, including the capacity to adapt to
changing job roles and workplaces

•

Units of competency have been updated to ensure
alignment with industry needs and workforce skill
requirements. Furthermore, terminology used in
performance criteria, performance evidence and
knowledge evidence has been updated, where
appropriate, to ensure it is sufficiently flexible to adapt
to evolving industry processes, procedures and
technologies.

•

Qualifications have been updated to ensure
appropriate and varied listed elective units of
competency are available for learners. Moreover,
packaging rules have been updated, where
appropriate, to increase the number of units of
competency that may be selected from elsewhere
within the RII Resources and Infrastructure Industry
Training Packages, other endorsed training packages
or accredited courses to enable application of training
in different contexts.

5. Facilitate recognition of an individual’s skills and
knowledge and support movement between the school,
vocational education and higher education sectors

•

Skill sets and qualifications have been updated to
provide learners with pathways from school into VET,
between VET qualifications, into higher education, and
into job roles in mining, quarrying, drilling and civil
infrastructure industries, with ‘exit points’ into jobs
existing for each qualification. In particular, a key focus
of Project 2B Commons Skills was to update RII20115
Certificate II in Resources and Infrastructure Work
Preparation to promote clear, but flexible, entry
pathways for high school learners into careers in the
resources and infrastructure industries.

6. Support interpretation by training providers and others
through the use of simple, concise language and clear
articulation of assessment requirements

•

The content of units of competency has been
developed in consultation with industry and trainers
and assessors, ensuring language used is relevant to

2. Support portability of skills and competencies including
reflecting licensing and regulatory requirements
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Principle

Evidence
workplaces and is easily understood in a training
context.

Case for Endorsement
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•

A Companion Volume Implementation Guide will
accompany Version 5.0 of the RII Resources and
Infrastructure Industry Training Package to support
implementation of training across a range of settings.

•

Assessment requirements in units of competency have
been written to ensure consistency. Where industry
requires assessment to occur in a particular way for a
given unit of competency, it has been clearly articulated
in the assessment conditions.
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7 Implementation of COAG
Industry and Skills Council
reforms to Training Packages
7.1

Alignment with the COAG ISC reforms to Training Packages

The table below demonstrates the alignment of the draft training products with the Council of Australian Governments
(COAG) Industry and Skills Council reforms to Training Packages.
Table 7

Alignment with the COAG ISC reforms to Training Packages

Principle

Evidence

1. Ensure obsolete and superfluous qualifications are
removed from the system

•

RII21315 Certificate II in Cross Industry Operations has
been deleted from the RII Resources and Infrastructure
Industry Training Package as part of Project 2B
Common Skills, in line with qualification enrolment data
and industry feedback that supports that the
qualification was both obsolete and superfluous.

2. Ensure that more information about industry’s
expectations of training delivery is available to training
providers to improve their delivery and to consumers to
enable more informed course choices

•

Training products have been clearly titled, with titles
linked to job roles and/or to specific skills, enabling
users without an in depth understanding of the VET
system to make more informed course choices.

•

A Companion Volume Implementation Guide will
accompany Version 5.0 of the RII Resources and
Infrastructure Industry Training Package to support
implementation of training across a range of settings.

•

Assessment requirements in units of competency have
been written to ensure consistency. Where industry
requires assessment to occur in a particular way for a
given unit of competency, it has been clearly articulated
in the assessment conditions.

•

Entry requirements have not been applied to the
qualifications that have been updated, nor have
prerequisite units of competency been added.

•

Skill sets have been updated in response to industry
needs to ensure that clear pathways into qualifications
and job roles exist.

•

Training products have been developed to be industry
agnostic where appropriate. In particular, training
products on scope for Projects 1L Blasting Methods,
2B Commons Skills and 2D Coal Mining were
deliberately amended, to promote their use across
other industry sectors, where appropriate. This includes
removing sector-specific terminology from performance
criteria, performance evidence and knowledge
evidence where it can be replaced with more general
language without negatively impacting training
outcomes.

3. Ensure that the training system better supports
individuals to move easily from one related occupation to
another

4. Improve the efficiency of the training system by creating
units that can be owned and used by multiple industry
sectors
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Implementation of COAG Industry and Skills Council reforms to Training Packages

Principle

Evidence

5. Foster greater recognition of skill sets

•

A new skill set was created for Project 1O Construction
Materials Testing to address skills needs for quarry
laboratory personnel supervising construction materials
testing operations.

•

Advice on the implementation of these skill sets is
included in the Companion Volume Implementation
Guide.

7.2

Alignment of development work with AISC Cases for Change

The Activity Orders for the respective Cases for Change for Projects 1L, 1N, 1O, 2B, 2C/2G and 2D were for a review of 51
units of competency, as outlined in Table 3 in Section 1 of this Case for Endorsement.
The final result of the training product development work was a review of 228 units of competency, including 12 units of
competency to be newly created, as outlined in Table 2 in Section 1 of this Case for Endorsement.
Our work also included non-endorsable changes to the training package. A list of these changes is available in
8.1Appendix B.

7.3

Evidence that training products are publication ready

All draft training products are included in this Case for Endorsement. Subject to the AISC’s endorsement of the training
products, they are ready for publication on the National Register.
We expect Version 5.0 of the RII Resources and Infrastructure Industry Training Package to be published on the National
Register in July 2020.
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Copy of proposed training products

8 Copy of proposed training
products
8.1

Copy of proposed training products

A full copy of the proposed training products for this project have been provided to the AISC as a separate attachment.
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Appendix C

Equity Report

Equity Report
The following equity report was produced by Bernadette Delaney as part of the quality assurance process.
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Training Package Quality Assurance
Attachment A
Qualifications

17 revised equivalent qualifications:
RII20120 Certificate II in Resources and Infrastructure Work Preparation
RII20620 Certificate II in Mining/Field Exploration
RII20920 Certificate II in Drilling Operations
RII30520 Certificate III in Mining Exploration
RII31820 Certificate III in Drilling Operations
RII32020 Certificate III in Drilling Oil & Gas (Onshore)
RII32220 Certificate III in Well Servicing Operations
RII40220 Certificate IV in Surface Coal Mining
RII40420 Certificate IV in Underground Coal Operations
RII40920 Certificate IV in Drilling Operations
RII41120 Certificate IV in Drilling Oil & Gas (Onshore)
RII41220 Certificate IV in Well Servicing Operations
RII50620 Diploma of Drilling Operations
RII50820 Diploma of Drilling Oil & Gas (Onshore)
RII50920 Diploma of Underground Coal Mining Management
RII51020 Diploma of Well Servicing Operations
RII60320 Advanced Diploma of Underground Coal Mining Management
4 revised non-equivalent qualifications:
RII20320 Certificate II in Underground Coal Mining
RII21120 Certificate II in Oil & Gas Drilling (Onshore) and Well Servicing
RII30220 Certificate III in Underground Coal Operations
RII60720 Advanced Diploma of Surface Coal Mining Management

Units of competency

12 new units of competency:
1. RIIMEX303 Conduct geotechnical risk control operations in quarries
2. RIIMEX407 Apply geotechnical risk controls on quarries
3. RIIMEX504 Establish and maintain ground control management plans in quarries
4. RIINHB220 Assist coil tube drilling
5. RIINHB221 Assist rotary air drilling
6. RIINHB222 Assist sonic drilling
7. RIINHB223 Prepare, run and cement casing
8. RIINHB326 Conduct coil tube drilling
9. RIINHB327 Conduct cyber chair operations
10. RIINHB328 Conduct rotary air drilling
11. RIINHB329 Conduct sonic drilling
12. RIISTD401 Monitor laboratory operations and the quality of results
216 revised units of competency
1. RIIBEF201E Plan and organise work
2. RIIBEF202E Identify and rectify site operating problems
3. RIIBEF302E Monitor site production activities
4. RIIBEF401E Manage non-routine and complex technical situations
5. RIIBEF601E Conduct business negotiations
6. RIIBEF602E Establish and evaluate operational performance management systems
7. RIIBEF604E Conduct a feasibility study
8. RIIBHD301E Conduct surface blast hole drilling operations
9. RIIBHD302E Conduct underground development drilling
10. RIIBHD303E Conduct long hole drilling
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11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.

RIIBLA201E Support shotfiring operations
RIIBLA204E Store, handle and transport explosives in underground coal mines
RIIBLA205E Store, handle and transport explosives
RIIBLA301E Conduct surface shotfiring operations
RIIBLA302E Conduct shotfiring operations in underground coal mines
RIIBLA303E Conduct underground development shotfiring
RIIBLA304E Conduct underground production shotfiring
RIIBLA305E Conduct secondary blasting
RIIBLA307E Conduct a blast survey
RIIBLA401E Manage blasting operations
RIIBLA402E Monitor and control the effects of blasting on the environment
RIIBLA403 Design blasts
RIICCM201E Carry out measurements and calculations
RIICCR401E Develop and maintain positive community relations
RIICCR601E Manage customer relationships
RIICOM201E Communicate in the workplace
RIIEGS202E Conduct field work
RIIEGS301E Operate and maintain instruments and field equipment
RIIEGS303E Provide geological field assistance
RIIEGS304E Mobilise equipment and materials
RIIEGS305E Navigate in remote or trackless areas
RIIENV201E Identify and assess environmental and heritage concerns
RIIENV202E Suppress airborne contaminants
RIIENV301E Conduct atmospheric monitoring
RIIENV302E Apply environmentally sustainable work practices
RIIENV401E Supervise dust and noise control
RIIENV402E Implement and monitor environmental policies
RIIENV501E Implement and maintain environmental management plans
RIIENV502E Undertake process or project environmental impact assessments
RIIENV601E Establish and maintain the environmental management system
RIIERR402E Apply and monitor underground coal mine emergency preparedness and response systems
RIIERR501E Implement underground coal mine emergency preparedness and response systems
RIIERR602E Establish and maintain underground coal mine emergency preparedness and response
systems
RIIFIA401E Manage financial records
RIIGOV201E Comply with site work processes/procedures
RIIGOV401E Apply, monitor and report on compliance systems
RIIGOV501E Identify, implement and maintain legal compliance requirements
RIIGOV601E Establish, maintain and develop a statutory compliance management system
RIIHAN203E Conduct lifting operations
RIIHAN208E Perform dogging
RIIHAN213E Work effectively in the drilling industry
RIIIMG301E Maintain site records
RIILAT401E Provide leadership in the supervision of Indigenous employees
RIILAT402E Provide leadership in the supervision of diverse work teams
RIILAT601E Manage group processes
RIIMCO202E Implement underground coal mine emergency preparedness and response systems
RIIMCO303E Conduct auger miner operations
RIIMCU208E Conduct basic strata control operations
RIIMCU209E Conduct roadway maintenance
RIIMCU213E Conduct feeder breaker operations
RIIMCU214E Conduct ventilation operations
RIIMCU217 Apply spontaneous combustion management measures
RIIMCU301E Conduct specialised strata control operations
RIIMCU302F Apply spontaneous combustion management measures
RIIMCU303E Conduct continuous miner operations
RIIMCU304E Conduct shuttle car operations
RIIMCU305E Conduct outburst mining operations
RIIMCU306E Conduct shearer operations
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69. RIIMCU307E Conduct longwall face equipment operations
70. RIIMCU308E Install and recover longwall equipment
71. RIIMCU309E Operate breaker line supports
72. RIIMCU310E Conduct flexible conveyor train (FCT) operations
73. RIIMCU311E Monitor control processes
74. RIIMCU401E Conduct special roadway operations
75. RIIMCU403E Apply and monitor the gas management plan
76. RIIMCU406E Apply and monitor the inrush management plan
77. RIIMCU407E Apply and monitor the strata management plan
78. RIIMCU408E Apply the spontaneous combustion management plan
79. RIIMCU501E Implement the spontaneous combustion management plan
80. RIIMCU502E Implement the gas management plan
81. RIIMCU505E Implement the inrush management plan
82. RIIMCU506E Implement the strata management plan
83. RIIMCU601E Establish and maintain spontaneous combustion management systems
84. RIIMCU602E Establish and maintain gas management systems
85. RIIMCU605E Establish and maintain inrush management systems
86. RIIMCU606E Establish and maintain the mining method and strata management systems
87. RIIMEX404E Apply and monitor systems for stable mining
88. RIIMEX405E Apply and monitor systems and methods of surface coal mining
89. RIIMSM307E Install and maintain ventilation systems and equipment
90. RIINHB201E Load, secure and unload drilling equipment and materials
91. RIINHB202E Set up and pack up drill sites
92. RIINHB203E Support drilling processes
93. RIINHB205F Assist continuous flight auger drilling
94. RIINHB208E Assist diamond core drilling
95. RIINHB209E Assist guided boring
96. RIINHB210E Assist surface directional drilling
97. RIINHB211E Assist mud rotary drilling
98. RIINHB216E Assist underground in-seam directional drilling
99. RIINHB217E Assist horizontal direction drilling
100.
RIINHB218E Assist grouting and cementing operations
101.
RIINHB219E Assist with air drilling
102.
RIINHB301E Set up and prepare for drilling operations
103.
RIINHB304E Conduct air drilling operations
104.
RIINHB311E Conduct mud rotary drilling operations
105.
RIINHB322E Construct multiple aquifer production bores
106.
RIINHB324E Carry out grouting or cementing operations
107.
RIINHB325E Construct single aquifer bores
108.
RIINHB401E Plan and supervise the mobilisation of equipment, crew and materials
109.
RIINHB402E Supervise drilling operations
110.
RIINHB411E Construct artesian (flowing) aquifer bores
111.
RIINHB501F Plan drilling
112.
RIIOGD201E Assist in maintaining rig safety and emergency procedures
113.
RIIOGD202E Carry out equipment and basic rig maintenance procedures
114.
RIIOGD203F Prepare and operate drilling fluid systems
115.
RIIOGD204F Perform rig floor operations
116.
RIIOGD205E Support blow out prevention operations
117.
RIIOGD206E Assist and monitor well control operations
118.
RIIOGD209F Operate and maintain ancillary equipment
119.
RIIOGD302F Assist in running casing
120.
RIIOGD303F Trip pipe
121.
RIIOGD305E Apply blow out prevention operational procedures
122.
RIIOGD401E Rig up, conduct pre-spud operations and rig down
123.
RIIOGD402E Participate in nippling-up and pressure tests
124.
RIIOGD403E Conduct drilling operations
125.
RIIOGD404E Coordinate air drilling operations
126.
RIIOGD405E Carry out well control and blow out prevention operations
127.
RIIOGD501F Manage rig operations
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128.
RIIOGD502E Plan and evaluate rig operations
129.
RIIOGD503E Oversee drilling operations
130.
RIIOGD504E Manage drilling operations
131.
RIIOGD505E Manage drilling and well servicing induction and orientation
132.
RIIOGF301E Monitor, operate and maintain mud pits and equipment
133.
RIIOGF302E Operate drilling fluids and mud pits
134.
RIIOGN201F Carry out rig lease operations
135.
RIIOGN302F Operate mud pumps
136.
RIIOGN303E Operate, monitor and maintain mud systems
137.
RIIPEO201E Conduct conveyor operations
138.
RIIPEO202E Provide deck support for conveyor-car high wall mining operations
139.
RIIPEO207E Carry out conveyor system shift
140.
RIIPEO208E Extend, retract and maintain conveyor componentry
141.
RIIPEO301E Conduct conveyor-car high wall mining operations
142.
RIIPEO302E Operate and monitor ore car dumpers
143.
RIIPRM501E Implement, monitor, rectify and report on contracts
144.
RIIQUA201E Maintain and monitor site quality standards
145.
RIIQUA401E Apply a quality management system on site
146.
RIIQUA501E Implement, monitor and develop quality management plans
147.
RIIQUA601E Establish and maintain a quality system
148.
RIIRAI603E Establish and maintain mine transport systems and production equipment
149.
RIIRAI604E Establish and maintain mine services and infrastructure systems
150.
RIIRIS201E Conduct local risk control
151.
RIIRIS202E Respond to site based spills
152.
RIIRIS403E Manage and coordinate spill response
153.
RIIRIS501E Implement and maintain management systems to control risk
154.
RIIRIS601E Establish and maintain risk management systems
155.
RIISAM201E Handle resources and infrastructure materials and safely dispose of nontoxic materials
156.
RIISAM202E Isolate and access plant
157.
RIISAM203E Use hand and power tools
158.
RIISAM204E Operate small plant and equipment
159.
RIISAM205E Cut, weld and bend materials
160.
RIISAM207E Apply operational maintenance skills
161.
RIISAM208E Perform plant operational maintenance
162.
RIISAM209E Carry out operational maintenance
163.
RIISAM212E Service mine plant and equipment
164.
RIISAM213E Position and set up mobile lighting
165.
RIISAM215E Carry out drilling industry operational maintenance
166.
RIISAM301F Test operational functions of vehicles and equipment
167.
RIISAM303E Shutdown dredge for operator maintenance
168.
RIISAM304E Install, commission and maintain major conveyor equipment and systems
169.
RIISAM306E Service and maintain conveyors, feeders and hoppers
170.
RIISAM307E Service and maintain crushers
171.
RIISAM308E Service and maintain screens
172.
RIISAM309E Service and maintain pumps
173.
RIISAM401E Apply site plant, equipment and infrastructure maintenance management plans
174.
RIISAM403E Commission/recommission plant
175.
RIISAM404 Monitor oil and gas equipment maintenance
176.
RIISAM501E Implement and maintain the site plant, equipment and infrastructure maintenance
plans
177.
RIISAM502E Manage general drilling equipment maintenance
178.
RIISAM601E Establish and maintain plant, equipment and infrastructure maintenance systems
179.
RIISTD302E Process data and maintain accurate records
180.
RIIUND202E Operate from elevated work platform underground
181.
RIIUND205E Respond to a workforce incident
182.
RIIUND207E Conduct underground lifting operations
183.
RIIUND208E Conduct skip operations
184.
RIIUND209E Operate automated winder
185.
RIIUND301E Operate manual winder
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186.
187.
188.
189.
190.
191.
192.
193.
194.
195.
196.
197.
198.
199.
200.
201.
202.
203.
204.
205.
206.
207.
208.
209.
210.
211.
212.
213.
214.
215.
216.

RIIUND302E Conduct cage operations
RIIUND303E Operate winder for shaft sinking
RIIUND401E Apply and monitor the ventilation management plan
RIIUND501E Implement the ventilation management plan
RIIUND601E Establish and maintain ventilation management systems
RIIVEH201E Operate a light vehicle
RIIVEH202F Operate a medium vehicle
RIIVEH203E Operate a light vehicle underground
RIIVEH302E Operate multi-combination vehicle
RIIVEH303F Drive heavy combination vehicle
RIIVEH304E Conduct tip truck operations
RIIVEH305F Operate and maintain a four wheel drive vehicle
RIIVEH306E Operate mine service vehicle
RIIVEH307F Operate heavy rigid vehicle
RIIWHS201E Work safely and follow WHS policies and procedures
RIIWHS202E Enter and work in confined spaces
RIIWHS204E Work safely at heights
RIIWHS401E Supervise work in confined spaces
RIIWHS402E Examine and maintain mine safety
RIIWHS404E Implement and monitor health and hygiene management systems
RIIWHS601E Establish and maintain the WHS management system
RIIWHS602E Incorporate health and hygiene factors into mine management
RIIWSV203E Prepare equipment for well servicing air operations
RIIWSV301F Conduct and maintain well servicing derrick operations
RIIWSV302E Trip production string for well servicing operations
RIIWSV303E Operate fluid systems
RIIWSV304E Prepare well servicing fishing operations
RIIWSV401E Rig up and rig down for well servicing operations
RIIWSV403E Participate in well servicing nippling-up and pressure test
RIIWSV502E Manage well completion and rig release
RIIWSV503E Manage and monitor rig-up operations

Skill sets
1 new skill set:
RIISS00062 Construction Materials Testing Skill Set
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Appendix D Editorial Report
Editorial Report
The following editorial report was produced by Bernadette Delaney as part of the quality assurance process.
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Training Package Quality Assurance
Attachment A
Qualifications
17 revised equivalent qualifications:
RII20120 Certificate II in Resources and Infrastructure Work Preparation
RII20620 Certificate II in Mining/Field Exploration
RII20920 Certificate II in Drilling Operations
RII30520 Certificate III in Mining Exploration
RII31820 Certificate III in Drilling Operations
RII32020 Certificate III in Drilling Oil & Gas (Onshore)
RII32220 Certificate III in Well Servicing Operations
RII40220 Certificate IV in Surface Coal Mining
RII40420 Certificate IV in Underground Coal Operations
RII40920 Certificate IV in Drilling Operations
RII41120 Certificate IV in Drilling Oil & Gas (Onshore)
RII41220 Certificate IV in Well Servicing Operations
RII50620 Diploma of Drilling Operations
RII50820 Diploma of Drilling Oil & Gas (Onshore)
RII50920 Diploma of Underground Coal Mining Management
RII51020 Diploma of Well Servicing Operations
RII60320 Advanced Diploma of Underground Coal Mining Management
4 revised non-equivalent qualifications:
RII20320 Certificate II in Underground Coal Mining
RII21120 Certificate II in Oil & Gas Drilling (Onshore) and Well Servicing
RII30220 Certificate III in Underground Coal Operations
RII60720 Advanced Diploma of Surface Coal Mining Management
Units of competency
12 new units of competency:
1. RIIMEX303 Conduct geotechnical risk control operations in quarries
2. RIIMEX407 Apply geotechnical risk controls on quarries
3. RIIMEX504 Establish and maintain ground control management plans in quarries
4. RIINHB220 Assist coil tube drilling
5. RIINHB221 Assist rotary air drilling
6. RIINHB222 Assist sonic drilling
7. RIINHB223 Prepare, run and cement casing
8. RIINHB326 Conduct coil tube drilling
9. RIINHB327 Conduct cyber chair operations
10. RIINHB328 Conduct rotary air drilling
11. RIINHB329 Conduct sonic drilling
12. RIISTD401 Monitor laboratory operations and the quality of results
216 revised units of competency
1. RIIBEF201E Plan and organise work
2. RIIBEF202E Identify and rectify site operating problems
3. RIIBEF302E Monitor site production activities
4. RIIBEF401E Manage non-routine and complex technical situations
5. RIIBEF601E Conduct business negotiations
6. RIIBEF602E Establish and evaluate operational performance management systems
7. RIIBEF604E Conduct a feasibility study
8. RIIBHD301E Conduct surface blast hole drilling operations
9. RIIBHD302E Conduct underground development drilling
10. RIIBHD303E Conduct long hole drilling
11. RIIBLA201E Support shotfiring operations
12. RIIBLA204E Store, handle and transport explosives in underground coal mines
13. RIIBLA205E Store, handle and transport explosives
14. RIIBLA301E Conduct surface shotfiring operations
15. RIIBLA302E Conduct shotfiring operations in underground coal mines
16. RIIBLA303E Conduct underground development shotfiring
17. RIIBLA304E Conduct underground production shotfiring
18. RIIBLA305E Conduct secondary blasting
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19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
82.
83.
84.

RIIBLA307E Conduct a blast survey
RIIBLA401E Manage blasting operations
RIIBLA402E Monitor and control the effects of blasting on the environment
RIIBLA403 Design blasts
RIICCM201E Carry out measurements and calculations
RIICCR401E Develop and maintain positive community relations
RIICCR601E Manage customer relationships
RIICOM201E Communicate in the workplace
RIIEGS202E Conduct field work
RIIEGS301E Operate and maintain instruments and field equipment
RIIEGS303E Provide geological field assistance
RIIEGS304E Mobilise equipment and materials
RIIEGS305E Navigate in remote or trackless areas
RIIENV201E Identify and assess environmental and heritage concerns
RIIENV202E Suppress airborne contaminants
RIIENV301E Conduct atmospheric monitoring
RIIENV302E Apply environmentally sustainable work practices
RIIENV401E Supervise dust and noise control
RIIENV402E Implement and monitor environmental policies
RIIENV501E Implement and maintain environmental management plans
RIIENV502E Undertake process or project environmental impact assessments
RIIENV601E Establish and maintain the environmental management system
RIIERR402E Apply and monitor underground coal mine emergency preparedness and response systems
RIIERR501E Implement underground coal mine emergency preparedness and response systems
RIIERR602E Establish and maintain underground coal mine emergency preparedness and response systems
RIIFIA401E Manage financial records
RIIGOV201E Comply with site work processes/procedures
RIIGOV401E Apply, monitor and report on compliance systems
RIIGOV501E Identify, implement and maintain legal compliance requirements
RIIGOV601E Establish, maintain and develop a statutory compliance management system
RIIHAN203E Conduct lifting operations
RIIHAN208E Perform dogging
RIIHAN213E Work effectively in the drilling industry
RIIIMG301E Maintain site records
RIILAT401E Provide leadership in the supervision of Indigenous employees
RIILAT402E Provide leadership in the supervision of diverse work teams
RIILAT601E Manage group processes
RIIMCO202E Implement underground coal mine emergency preparedness and response systems
RIIMCO303E Conduct auger miner operations
RIIMCU208E Conduct basic strata control operations
RIIMCU209E Conduct roadway maintenance
RIIMCU213E Conduct feeder breaker operations
RIIMCU214E Conduct ventilation operations
RIIMCU217 Apply spontaneous combustion management measures
RIIMCU301E Conduct specialised strata control operations
RIIMCU302F Apply spontaneous combustion management measures
RIIMCU303E Conduct continuous miner operations
RIIMCU304E Conduct shuttle car operations
RIIMCU305E Conduct outburst mining operations
RIIMCU306E Conduct shearer operations
RIIMCU307E Conduct longwall face equipment operations
RIIMCU308E Install and recover longwall equipment
RIIMCU309E Operate breaker line supports
RIIMCU310E Conduct flexible conveyor train (FCT) operations
RIIMCU311E Monitor control processes
RIIMCU401E Conduct special roadway operations
RIIMCU403E Apply and monitor the gas management plan
RIIMCU406E Apply and monitor the inrush management plan
RIIMCU407E Apply and monitor the strata management plan
RIIMCU408E Apply the spontaneous combustion management plan
RIIMCU501E Implement the spontaneous combustion management plan
RIIMCU502E Implement the gas management plan
RIIMCU505E Implement the inrush management plan
RIIMCU506E Implement the strata management plan
RIIMCU601E Establish and maintain spontaneous combustion management systems
RIIMCU602E Establish and maintain gas management systems
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85. RIIMCU605E Establish and maintain inrush management systems
86. RIIMCU606E Establish and maintain the mining method and strata management systems
87. RIIMEX404E Apply and monitor systems for stable mining
88. RIIMEX405E Apply and monitor systems and methods of surface coal mining
89. RIIMSM307E Install and maintain ventilation systems and equipment
90. RIINHB201E Load, secure and unload drilling equipment and materials
91. RIINHB202E Set up and pack up drill sites
92. RIINHB203E Support drilling processes
93. RIINHB205F Assist continuous flight auger drilling
94. RIINHB208E Assist diamond core drilling
95. RIINHB209E Assist guided boring
96. RIINHB210E Assist surface directional drilling
97. RIINHB211E Assist mud rotary drilling
98. RIINHB216E Assist underground in-seam directional drilling
99. RIINHB217E Assist horizontal direction drilling
100. RIINHB218E Assist grouting and cementing operations
101. RIINHB219E Assist with air drilling
102. RIINHB301E Set up and prepare for drilling operations
103. RIINHB304E Conduct air drilling operations
104. RIINHB311E Conduct mud rotary drilling operations
105. RIINHB322E Construct multiple aquifer production bores
106. RIINHB324E Carry out grouting or cementing operations
107. RIINHB325E Construct single aquifer bores
108. RIINHB401E Plan and supervise the mobilisation of equipment, crew and materials
109. RIINHB402E Supervise drilling operations
110. RIINHB411E Construct artesian (flowing) aquifer bores
111. RIINHB501F Plan drilling
112. RIIOGD201E Assist in maintaining rig safety and emergency procedures
113. RIIOGD202E Carry out equipment and basic rig maintenance procedures
114. RIIOGD203F Prepare and operate drilling fluid systems
115. RIIOGD204F Perform rig floor operations
116. RIIOGD205E Support blow out prevention operations
117. RIIOGD206E Assist and monitor well control operations
118. RIIOGD209F Operate and maintain ancillary equipment
119. RIIOGD302F Assist in running casing
120. RIIOGD303F Trip pipe
121. RIIOGD305E Apply blow out prevention operational procedures
122. RIIOGD401E Rig up, conduct pre-spud operations and rig down
123. RIIOGD402E Participate in nippling-up and pressure tests
124. RIIOGD403E Conduct drilling operations
125. RIIOGD404E Coordinate air drilling operations
126. RIIOGD405E Carry out well control and blow out prevention operations
127. RIIOGD501F Manage rig operations
128. RIIOGD502E Plan and evaluate rig operations
129. RIIOGD503E Oversee drilling operations
130. RIIOGD504E Manage drilling operations
131. RIIOGD505E Manage drilling and well servicing induction and orientation
132. RIIOGF301E Monitor, operate and maintain mud pits and equipment
133. RIIOGF302E Operate drilling fluids and mud pits
134. RIIOGN201F Carry out rig lease operations
135. RIIOGN302F Operate mud pumps
136. RIIOGN303E Operate, monitor and maintain mud systems
137. RIIPEO201E Conduct conveyor operations
138. RIIPEO202E Provide deck support for conveyor-car high wall mining operations
139. RIIPEO207E Carry out conveyor system shift
140. RIIPEO208E Extend, retract and maintain conveyor componentry
141. RIIPEO301E Conduct conveyor-car high wall mining operations
142. RIIPEO302E Operate and monitor ore car dumpers
143. RIIPRM501E Implement, monitor, rectify and report on contracts
144. RIIQUA201E Maintain and monitor site quality standards
145. RIIQUA401E Apply a quality management system on site
146. RIIQUA501E Implement, monitor and develop quality management plans
147. RIIQUA601E Establish and maintain a quality system
148. RIIRAI603E Establish and maintain mine transport systems and production equipment
149. RIIRAI604E Establish and maintain mine services and infrastructure systems
150. RIIRIS201E Conduct local risk control
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151. RIIRIS202E Respond to site based spills
152. RIIRIS403E Manage and coordinate spill response
153. RIIRIS501E Implement and maintain management systems to control risk
154. RIIRIS601E Establish and maintain risk management systems
155. RIISAM201E Handle resources and infrastructure materials and safely dispose of nontoxic materials
156. RIISAM202E Isolate and access plant
157. RIISAM203E Use hand and power tools
158. RIISAM204E Operate small plant and equipment
159. RIISAM205E Cut, weld and bend materials
160. RIISAM207E Apply operational maintenance skills
161. RIISAM208E Perform plant operational maintenance
162. RIISAM209E Carry out operational maintenance
163. RIISAM212E Service mine plant and equipment
164. RIISAM213E Position and set up mobile lighting
165. RIISAM215E Carry out drilling industry operational maintenance
166. RIISAM301F Test operational functions of vehicles and equipment
167. RIISAM303E Shutdown dredge for operator maintenance
168. RIISAM304E Install, commission and maintain major conveyor equipment and systems
169. RIISAM306E Service and maintain conveyors, feeders and hoppers
170. RIISAM307E Service and maintain crushers
171. RIISAM308E Service and maintain screens
172. RIISAM309E Service and maintain pumps
173. RIISAM401E Apply site plant, equipment and infrastructure maintenance management plans
174. RIISAM403E Commission/recommission plant
175. RIISAM404 Monitor oil and gas equipment maintenance
176. RIISAM501E Implement and maintain the site plant, equipment and infrastructure maintenance plans
177. RIISAM502E Manage general drilling equipment maintenance
178. RIISAM601E Establish and maintain plant, equipment and infrastructure maintenance systems
179. RIISTD302E Process data and maintain accurate records
180. RIIUND202E Operate from elevated work platform underground
181. RIIUND205E Respond to a workforce incident
182. RIIUND207E Conduct underground lifting operations
183. RIIUND208E Conduct skip operations
184. RIIUND209E Operate automated winder
185. RIIUND301E Operate manual winder
186. RIIUND302E Conduct cage operations
187. RIIUND303E Operate winder for shaft sinking
188. RIIUND401E Apply and monitor the ventilation management plan
189. RIIUND501E Implement the ventilation management plan
190. RIIUND601E Establish and maintain ventilation management systems
191. RIIVEH201E Operate a light vehicle
192. RIIVEH202F Operate a medium vehicle
193. RIIVEH203E Operate a light vehicle underground
194. RIIVEH302E Operate multi-combination vehicle
195. RIIVEH303F Drive heavy combination vehicle
196. RIIVEH304E Conduct tip truck operations
197. RIIVEH305F Operate and maintain a four wheel drive vehicle
198. RIIVEH306E Operate mine service vehicle
199. RIIVEH307F Operate heavy rigid vehicle
200. RIIWHS201E Work safely and follow WHS policies and procedures
201. RIIWHS202E Enter and work in confined spaces
202. RIIWHS204E Work safely at heights
203. RIIWHS401E Supervise work in confined spaces
204. RIIWHS402E Examine and maintain mine safety
205. RIIWHS404E Implement and monitor health and hygiene management systems
206. RIIWHS601E Establish and maintain the WHS management system
207. RIIWHS602E Incorporate health and hygiene factors into mine management
208. RIIWSV203E Prepare equipment for well servicing air operations
209. RIIWSV301F Conduct and maintain well servicing derrick operations
210. RIIWSV302E Trip production string for well servicing operations
211. RIIWSV303E Operate fluid systems
212. RIIWSV304E Prepare well servicing fishing operations
213. RIIWSV401E Rig up and rig down for well servicing operations
214. RIIWSV403E Participate in well servicing nippling-up and pressure test
215. RIIWSV502E Manage well completion and rig release
216. RIIWSV503E Manage and monitor rig-up operations
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Skill sets
1 new skill set:
RIISS00062 Construction Materials Testing Skill Set

8

Appendix E Quality Assurance Report
Quality Report
The following equity report was produced by Anna Henderson as part of the quality assurance process.

Case for Endorsement
PwC’s Skills for Australia
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Training Package Quality Assurance
Standard 3
Training Package
developers comply with
the AISC Training
Package Development
and Endorsement
Process Policy

Yes

The RII review in this submission comply with the AISC Training
Package Development and Endorsement Process Policy.
The Case for Endorsement (CfE) provides information about the
following RII projects:
1L Blasting Methods
1N Geotechnical Risks in Quarries
1O Construction Materials Testing
2B Common Skills
2C/2G Drilling and Exploration
2D Coal Mining.

1L Blasting Methods
This project updated training products for blasting and blast hole
drilling to reflect current industry needs. It responded to rapid
technology change and elevated environment and security risks
affecting blasting operations. It also removed superfluous and
obsolete training products from the RII Resources and Infrastructure
Industry Training Package where appropriate.
1N Geotechnical Risks in Quarries
This project created training products relating to geotechnical
hazards and risk management to reflect current industry needs. It
responded to ongoing health and safety concerns in hard rock
quarries and skills gaps identified across mobile plant operators,
supervisors and managers in identifying and minimising geotechnical
hazards and risks.
1O Construction Materials Testing
This project created training products for quarry laboratory
supervisors to reflect current industry needs. It responded to
changes in National Association of Testing Authorities (NATA)
accreditation requirements for quarry workers supervising
construction materials testing operations. It further responded to
gaps identified in the RII Resources and Infrastructure Industry
Training Package that required amendment to provide quarry
supervisors with the technical skills to meet these requirements,
particularly in terms of technical testing and quality assurance
management.
2B Common Skills
This project updated training products for common skills across coal
and metalliferous mining, quarrying, drilling and civil infrastructure
4
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to reflect current industry needs. It responded to broad health and
safety challenges and technological change affecting these industry
sectors. It also removed superfluous and obsolete training products
from the RII Resources and Infrastructure Industry Training Package
where appropriate and clarify and strengthen career progression
pathways for entry-level workers.
2C/2G Drilling and Exploration
This project updated and created training products for onshore oil
and gas drilling and well servicing, construction-related drilling and
mining exploration to reflect current industry needs. It responded to
ongoing health and safety challenges and technological change
affecting these industry sectors. It further aimed to clarify and
strengthen career progression pathways for drilling and well
servicing workers.
2D Coal Mining
This project updated underground and open cut coal mining
qualifications and units of competency to reflect current industry
needs. It responded to ongoing health and safety challenges and
technological change affecting the coal mining industry. It also
sought to clarify and strengthen career progression pathways for
underground and open cut coal mining workers.

Project working groups (PWGs)
Following approval of the Case for Change, PwC Skills for Australia
advised that PWGs were established to provide subject matter
expertise for training product development work, and to guide
stakeholder engagement. PWG members for each project are listed
in the CfE.
PWG membership and composition was directed by the Mining,
Drilling, Extractive and Metalliferous Mining (MDCI) Industry
Reference Committees (IRCs). The aim was to reflect the
representation of geographies and industry sectors appropriate for
the project. PWGs for Projects 1L, 1N, 1O, 2B, 2C/2G and 2D met
several times over the period from November 2018 to November
2019. The purpose of these meetings was for members to offer
specialised input, to discuss key consultation feedback and to
consider recommendations in response to that feedback. In addition

5
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consumers to enable more
informed course choices
•

ensure that the training system
better supports individuals to
move easily from one related
occupation to another

•

improve the efficiency of the
training system by creating
units that can be owned and
used by multiple industry
sectors

•

foster greater recognition of
skill sets

Training delivery/flexibility (supporting movement from
related occupations)
The RII Training Package components have been developed
so they are applicable across job roles and across industries
wherever possible. The draft units of competency developed
will apply to a number of different work contexts in the coal
and metalliferous mining, quarrying, drilling and civil
infrastructure industries. Flexible training delivery has been
enhanced in the following ways:
• Units of competency have been updated to ensure
alignment with industry needs and workforce skill
requirements.
• Duplicated units have been removed
• Terminology used in performance criteria,
performance evidence and knowledge evidence has
been updated, where appropriate, to ensure it is
sufficiently flexible to adapt to evolving industry
processes, procedures and technologies.
• Qualifications have been updated to ensure
appropriate and varied listed elective units of
competency are available for learners.
• Qualification packaging rules have been updated,
where appropriate, to increase the number of units
of competency that may be selected from elsewhere
within the RII Resources and Infrastructure Industry
Training Packages, other endorsed training packages
or accredited courses to enable application of
training in different contexts.
Improve efficiency of the training system
Skill sets and qualifications have been updated to provide
learners with pathways from school into VET, between VET
qualifications, into higher education, and into job roles in
mining, quarrying, drilling and civil infrastructure industries,
with ‘exit points’ into jobs existing for each qualification. In
particular, a key focus of Project 2B Commons Skills was to
update RII20115 Certificate II in Resources and
Infrastructure Work Preparation to promote clear, but
flexible, entry pathways for high school learners into careers
in the resources and infrastructure industries.

Reflect contemporary work
organisation and job profiles
incorporating a future
orientation

Yes

The CVIG details the following information relating to the
industry sectors and the Resources and Infrastructure
qualifications that relate to them. Job profiles that the
qualifications relate to include the following:
• Production operator/miner
• Field assistant/ miner
• Process operator
• Coal mining operator
• Plant manager
10
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Attachment A
Qualifications
17 revised equivalent qualifications:
1. RII20120 Certificate II in Resources and Infrastructure Work Preparation
2. RII20620 Certificate II in Mining/Field Exploration
3. RII20920 Certificate II in Drilling Operations
4. RII30520 Certificate III in Mining Exploration
5. RII31820 Certificate III in Drilling Operations
6. RII32020 Certificate III in Drilling Oil & Gas (Onshore)
7. RII32220 Certificate III in Well Servicing Operations
8. RII40220 Certificate IV in Surface Coal Mining
9. RII40420 Certificate IV in Underground Coal Operations
10. RII40920 Certificate IV in Drilling Operations
11. RII41120 Certificate IV in Drilling Oil & Gas (Onshore)
12. RII41220 Certificate IV in Well Servicing Operations
13. RII50620 Diploma of Drilling Operations
14. RII50820 Diploma of Drilling Oil & Gas (Onshore)
15. RII50920 Diploma of Underground Coal Mining Management
16. RII51020 Diploma of Well Servicing Operations
17. RII60320 Advanced Diploma of Underground Coal Mining Management
4 revised non-equivalent qualifications:
1. RII20320 Certificate II in Underground Coal Mining
2. RII30220 Certificate III in Underground Coal Operations
3. RII21120 Certificate II in Oil & Gas Drilling (Onshore) and Well Servicing
4. RII60720 Advanced Diploma of Surface Coal Mining Management
Units of competency
12 new units of competency:
1. RIIMEX303 Conduct local geotechnical risk control in surface operations
2. RIIMEX407 Apply and monitor the ground control management plan
3. RIIMEX504 Implement the ground control management plan
4. RIINHB220 Assist coil tube drilling
5. RIINHB221 Assist rotary air drilling
6. RIINHB222 Assist sonic drilling
7. RIINHB223 Prepare, run and cement casing
8. RIINHB326 Conduct coil tube drilling
9. RIINHB327 Conduct cyber chair operations
10.RIINHB328 Conduct rotary air drilling
11.RIINHB329 Conduct sonic drilling
12.RIISTD401 Monitor laboratory operations and the quality of results
216 revised units of competency:
1. RIIBEF201E Plan and organise work
2. RIIBEF202E Identify and rectify site operating problems
3. RIIBEF302E Monitor site production activities
4. RIIBEF401E Manage non-routine and complex technical situations
5. RIIBEF601E Conduct business negotiations
6. RIIBEF602E Establish and evaluate operational performance management systems
7. RIIBEF604E Conduct a feasibility study
8. RIIBHD301E Conduct surface blast hole drilling operations
15
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9. RIIBHD302E Conduct underground development drilling
10.RIIBHD303E Conduct long hole drilling
11.RIIBLA201E Support shotfiring operations
12.RIIBLA204E Store, handle and transport explosives in underground coal mines
13.RIIBLA205E Store, handle and transport explosives
14.RIIBLA301E Conduct surface shotfiring operations
15.RIIBLA302E Conduct shotfiring operations in underground coal mines
16.RIIBLA303E Conduct underground development shotfiring
17.RIIBLA304E Conduct underground production shotfiring
18.RIIBLA305E Conduct secondary blasting
19.RIIBLA307E Conduct a blast survey
20.RIIBLA401E Manage blasting operations
21.RIIBLA402E Monitor and control the effects of blasting on the environment
22.RIIBLA403 Design blasts
23.RIICCM201E Carry out measurements and calculations
24.RIICCR401E Develop and maintain positive community relations
25.RIICCR601E Manage customer relationships
26.RIICOM201E Communicate in the workplace
27.RIIEGS202E Conduct field work
28.RIIEGS301E Operate and maintain instruments and field equipment
29.RIIEGS303E Provide geological field assistance
30.RIIEGS304E Mobilise equipment and materials
31.RIIEGS305E Navigate in remote or trackless areas
32.RIIENV201E Identify and assess environmental and heritage concerns
33.RIIENV202E Suppress airborne contaminants
34.RIIENV301E Conduct atmospheric monitoring
35.RIIENV302E Apply environmentally sustainable work practices
36.RIIENV401E Supervise dust and noise control
37.RIIENV402E Implement and monitor environmental policies
38.RIIENV501E Implement and maintain environmental management plans
39.RIIENV502E Undertake process or project environmental impact assessments
40.RIIENV601E Establish and maintain the environmental management system
41.RIIERR402E Apply and monitor underground coal mine emergency preparedness and response
systems
42.RIIERR501E Implement underground coal mine emergency preparedness and response systems
43.RIIERR602E Establish and maintain underground coal mine emergency preparedness and
response systems
44.RIIFIA401E Manage financial records
45.RIIGOV201E Comply with site work processes/procedures
46.RIIGOV401E Apply, monitor and report on compliance systems
47.RIIGOV501E Identify, implement and maintain legal compliance requirements
48.RIIGOV601E Establish, maintain and develop a statutory compliance management system
49.RIIHAN203E Conduct lifting operations
50.RIIHAN208E Perform dogging
51.RIIHAN213E Work effectively in the drilling industry
52.RIIIMG301E Maintain site records
53.RIILAT401E Provide leadership in the supervision of Indigenous employees
54.RIILAT402E Provide leadership in the supervision of diverse work teams
55.RIILAT601E Manage group processes
56.RIIMCO202E Implement underground coal mine emergency preparedness and response systems
57.RIIMCO303E Conduct auger miner operations
58.RIIMCU208E Conduct basic strata control operations
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59.RIIMCU209E Conduct roadway maintenance
60.RIIMCU213E Conduct feeder breaker operations
61.RIIMCU214E Conduct ventilation operations
62.RIIMCU217 Apply spontaneous combustion management measures
63.RIIMCU301E Conduct specialised strata control operations
64.RIIMCU302F Apply spontaneous combustion management measures
65.RIIMCU303E Conduct continuous miner operations
66.RIIMCU304E Conduct shuttle car operations
67.RIIMCU305E Conduct outburst mining operations
68.RIIMCU306E Conduct shearer operations
69.RIIMCU307E Conduct longwall face equipment operations
70.RIIMCU308E Install and recover longwall equipment
71.RIIMCU309E Operate breaker line supports
72.RIIMCU310E Conduct flexible conveyor train (FCT) operations
73.RIIMCU311E Monitor control processes
74.RIIMCU401E Conduct special roadway operations
75.RIIMCU403E Apply and monitor the gas management plan
76.RIIMCU406E Apply and monitor the inrush management plan
77.RIIMCU407E Apply and monitor the strata management plan
78.RIIMCU408E Apply the spontaneous combustion management plan
79.RIIMCU501E Implement the spontaneous combustion management plan
80.RIIMCU502E Implement the gas management plan
81.RIIMCU505E Implement the inrush management plan
82.RIIMCU506E Implement the strata management plan
83.RIIMCU601E Establish and maintain spontaneous combustion management systems
84.RIIMCU602E Establish and maintain gas management systems
85.RIIMCU605E Establish and maintain inrush management systems
86.RIIMCU606E Establish and maintain the mining method and strata management systems
87.RIIMEX404E Apply and monitor systems for stable mining
88.RIIMEX405E Apply and monitor systems and methods of surface coal mining
89.RIIMSM307E Install and maintain ventilation systems and equipment
90.RIINHB201E Load, secure and unload drilling equipment and materials
91.RIINHB202E Set up and pack up drill sites
92.RIINHB203E Support drilling processes
93.RIINHB205F Assist continuous flight auger drilling
94.RIINHB208E Assist diamond core drilling
95.RIINHB209E Assist guided boring
96.RIINHB210E Assist surface directional drilling
97.RIINHB211E Assist mud rotary drilling
98.RIINHB216E Assist underground in-seam directional drilling
99.RIINHB217E Assist horizontal direction drilling
100. RIINHB218E Assist grouting and cementing operations
101. RIINHB219E Assist with air drilling
102. RIINHB301E Set up and prepare for drilling operations
103. RIINHB304E Conduct air drilling operations
104. RIINHB311E Conduct mud rotary drilling operations
105. RIINHB322E Construct multiple aquifer production bores
106. RIINHB324E Carry out grouting or cementing operations
107. RIINHB325E Construct single aquifer bores
108. RIINHB401E Plan and supervise the mobilisation of equipment, crew and materials
109. RIINHB402E Supervise drilling operations
110. RIINHB411E Construct artesian (flowing) aquifer bores
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111. RIINHB501F Plan drilling
112. RIIOGD201E Assist in maintaining rig safety and emergency procedures
113. RIIOGD202E Carry out equipment and basic rig maintenance procedures
114. RIIOGD203F Prepare and operate drilling fluid systems
115. RIIOGD204F Perform rig floor operations
116. RIIOGD205E Support blow out prevention operations
117. RIIOGD206E Assist and monitor well control operations
118. RIIOGD209F Operate and maintain ancillary equipment
119. RIIOGD302F Assist in running casing
120. RIIOGD303F Trip pipe
121. RIIOGD305E Apply blow out prevention operational procedures
122. RIIOGD401E Rig up, conduct pre-spud operations and rig down
123. RIIOGD402E Participate in nippling-up and pressure tests
124. RIIOGD403E Conduct drilling operations
125. RIIOGD404E Coordinate air drilling operations
126. RIIOGD405E Carry out well control and blow out prevention operations
127. RIIOGD501F Manage rig operations
128. RIIOGD502E Plan and evaluate rig operations
129. RIIOGD503E Oversee drilling operations
130. RIIOGD504E Manage drilling operations
131. RIIOGD505E Manage drilling and well servicing induction and orientation
132. RIIOGF301E Monitor, operate and maintain mud pits and equipment
133. RIIOGF302E Operate drilling fluids and mud pits
134. RIIOGN201F Carry out rig lease operations
135. RIIOGN302F Operate mud pumps
136. RIIOGN303E Operate, monitor and maintain mud systems
137. RIIPEO201E Conduct conveyor operations
138. RIIPEO202E Provide deck support for conveyor-car high wall mining operations
139. RIIPEO207E Carry out conveyor system shift
140. RIIPEO208E Extend, retract and maintain conveyor componentry
141. RIIPEO301E Conduct conveyor-car high wall mining operations
142. RIIPEO302E Operate and monitor ore car dumpers
143. RIIPRM501E Implement, monitor, rectify and report on contracts
144. RIIQUA201E Maintain and monitor site quality standards
145. RIIQUA401E Apply a quality management system on site
146. RIIQUA501E Implement, monitor and develop quality management plans
147. RIIQUA601E Establish and maintain a quality system
148. RIIRAI603E Establish and maintain mine transport systems and production equipment
149. RIIRAI604E Establish and maintain mine services and infrastructure systems
150. RIIRIS201E Conduct local risk control
151. RIIRIS202E Respond to site based spills
152. RIIRIS403E Manage and coordinate spill response
153. RIIRIS501E Implement and maintain management systems to control risk
154. RIIRIS601E Establish and maintain risk management systems
155. RIISAM201E Handle resources and infrastructure materials and safely dispose of nontoxic
materials
156. RIISAM202E Isolate and access plant
157. RIISAM203E Use hand and power tools
158. RIISAM204E Operate small plant and equipment
159. RIISAM205E Cut, weld and bend materials
160. RIISAM207E Apply operational maintenance skills
161. RIISAM208E Perform plant operational maintenance
18
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162. RIISAM209E Carry out operational maintenance
163. RIISAM212E Service mine plant and equipment
164. RIISAM213E Position and set up mobile lighting
165. RIISAM215E Carry out drilling industry operational maintenance
166. RIISAM301F Test operational functions of vehicles and equipment
167. RIISAM303E Shutdown dredge for operator maintenance
168. RIISAM304E Install, commission and maintain major conveyor equipment and systems
169. RIISAM306E Service and maintain conveyors, feeders and hoppers
170. RIISAM307E Service and maintain crushers
171. RIISAM308E Service and maintain screens
172. RIISAM309E Service and maintain pumps
173. RIISAM401E Apply site plant, equipment and infrastructure maintenance management
plans
174. RIISAM403E Commission/recommission plant
175. RIISAM404 Monitor oil and gas equipment maintenance
176. RIISAM501E Implement and maintain the site plant, equipment and infrastructure
maintenance plans
177. RIISAM502E Manage general drilling equipment maintenance
178. RIISAM601E Establish and maintain plant, equipment and infrastructure maintenance
systems
179. RIISTD302E Process data and maintain accurate records
180. RIIUND202E Operate from elevated work platform underground
181. RIIUND205E Respond to a workforce incident
182. RIIUND207E Conduct underground lifting operations
183. RIIUND208E Conduct skip operations
184. RIIUND209E Operate automated winder
185. RIIUND301E Operate manual winder
186. RIIUND302E Conduct cage operations
187. RIIUND303E Operate winder for shaft sinking
188. RIIUND401E Apply and monitor the ventilation management plan
189. RIIUND501E Implement the ventilation management plan
190. RIIUND601E Establish and maintain ventilation management systems
191. RIIVEH201E Operate a light vehicle
192. RIIVEH202F Operate a medium vehicle
193. RIIVEH203E Operate a light vehicle underground
194. RIIVEH302E Operate multi-combination vehicle
195. RIIVEH303F Drive heavy combination vehicle
196. RIIVEH304E Conduct tip truck operations
197. RIIVEH305F Operate and maintain a four wheel drive vehicle
198. RIIVEH306E Operate mine service vehicle
199. RIIVEH307F Operate heavy rigid vehicle
200. RIIWHS201E Work safely and follow WHS policies and procedures
201. RIIWHS202E Enter and work in confined spaces
202. RIIWHS204E Work safely at heights
203. RIIWHS401E Supervise work in confined spaces
204. RIIWHS402E Examine and maintain mine safety
205. RIIWHS404E Implement and monitor health and hygiene management systems
206. RIIWHS601E Establish and maintain the WHS management system
207. RIIWHS602E Incorporate health and hygiene factors into mine management
208. RIIWSV203E Prepare equipment for well servicing air operations
209. RIIWSV301F Conduct and maintain well servicing derrick operations
210. RIIWSV302E Trip production string for well servicing operations
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211.
212.
213.
214.
215.
216.

RIIWSV303E Operate fluid systems
RIIWSV304E Prepare well servicing fishing operations
RIIWSV401E Rig up and rig down for well servicing operations
RIIWSV403E Participate in well servicing nippling-up and pressure test
RIIWSV502E Manage well completion and rig release
RIIWSV503E Manage and monitor rig-up operations

Skill sets 1 new skill set:
• RIISS00062 Construction Materials Testing Skill Set
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Historical enrolment data for training products to be deleted from the National Register
RIISAM313D Monitor, inspect and service ropes and attachments

No data available

No data available

No data available

No data available

RIISAM402D Supervise the operation of electrical equipment and installations

No data available

No data available

No data available

No data available

RIISAM602D Establish and maintain maintenance management system for mechanical
plant and equipment

No data available

No data available

No data available

No data available

RIIVEH301D Conduct rail haulage operations
RIIWHS203D Maintain amenities

Case for Endorsement
PwC’s Skills for Australia

No data available

No data available

No data available

No data available
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Relevant correspondence

Appendix K Relevant correspondence
Correspondence relevant to project 1O Construction Materials Testing
The following attachments cover correspondence between Mr Keith Monaghan on behalf of the PMRVL IRC and Dr Elizabeth Gibson on behalf of the Extractive IRC from 19
November 2019 to 26 March 2020. The attachments address the perspectives of both IRCs on project 1O Construction Materials Testing.
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